Software Development
Maturity Assessment

A team of developers is just an expense.

A good development process is an asset.
Which do you have?
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Over the last 30 years, software has
begun to transform many economies
from physical to digital. The next
phase of change will be even faster.
As the alchemy behind software
development becomes a science, it is
clear that some organizations will
experience a Renaissance and others
will be stuck in the dark ages.
Let’s find the light.

About

Licensio

Software and data run today’s
organizations. Shouldn’t we be
paying more attention?
We started Licensio to address compliance
and risk management for builders, buyers,
and sellers of software and data.
Our goal is to identify, quantify, and manage

Our Approach
Data-Driven Discovery

risk and value. By leveraging our experience
in technology, insurance, and compliance,
we’re able to provide technology-enabled
techniques to efficiently address the risks
and opportunities that businesses face.

- Using our proprietary software discovery

Lending a
Helping Hand

can scan your source control systems and

development capability is table stakes for

- We begin by understanding your goals
and surveying your business activities,
personnel, and software assets.

platform and benchmark database, we

related infrastructure to identify and assess
assets. You get more complete results with
more context and less effort.

Building, maturing, and maintaing a software
many industries today. However, attracting
and retaining senior or specialized talent can
be difficult when demand is greater than
supply. We can help your organization solve
temporary or permanent needs through

Maturity Scorecard
-

Using

our

fractionalin sourcing or traditional recruiting.

analysis

and

industry

comparisons, we summarize the strengths
and weaknesses of your organization’s
software development functions through a
weighted score card.

Think CMMI and

Lead Partner

COCOMO - but for the modern world.

Roadmap and Program Design
- A score is nice, but for most organizations,
we can only improve the future, not the
past.

Our assessment report provides

detailed recommendations and next steps
like

hiring,

architecture

rationalization,

system and process improvements, and
technology selection.
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